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HORNET HD™ 
The HORNET HD dual side drive CNC cutting machine’s unique design offers a unitized all steel precision machined frame with an independent cutting table fabricated from ¼” (6.35mm) A36 steel. Table design may be either our 
AEROCLEAN zoned downdraft table or a water table. 

Motion control is provided by the robust and easy to use Hypertherm® MicroEDGE™ Pro PC based CNC control. Machine frame and the gantry beam are fabricated from heavy-wall steel tubing, stress relieved and precision machined 
in-house. All axes of motion run on precision ground linear guide ways and are driven by a powerful AC servo drive system. Low back lash planetary gear boxes coupled to a helical rack and pinion drive system ensure accurate, smooth 
motion and extremely round plasma cut holes. 

The HORNET HD tool carriage may be configured with (2) tools - plasma torch, oxyfuel torch or an air scribe marker. Air plasma systems such as the Hypertherm Powermax series are an excellent choice for medium duty conventional 
plasma cutting. For extended consumable life, improved cut edge weld-ability and heavier plate capacity, we recommend oxygen plasma systems with liquid cooled torches such as the Hypertherm HSD130 or MAXPRO200. If premium 
plasma cutting is required, we recommend a high definition plasma system such as a Hypertherm HPR130XD, HPR260XD or HPR400XD. 

AEROCLEAN Cutting Table (Optional) 
Retro Systems AEROCLEAN zoned 
downdraft tables deliver superior 
performance in the most demanding of 
fume and particulate generating 
applications. Internal components are 
uniquely designed to optimize table 
performance and maximize filter life of 
fume extraction systems.  

SERVICE AFTER THE SALE  
Retro Systems offers extensive 
Preventive Maintenance packages to 
ensure your machine delivers maximum 
uptime, productivity and lowest cost of 
ownership. Using REMOTE HELP via the 
internet, our factory technicians can 
also deliver real time service direct to 
your machine. End user service training 
is regularly scheduled at our factory 
training center. 

 

HORNET HD™

 

HORNET HD STANDARD FEATURES: 

MicroEDGE Pro CNC CONTROL & OPERATOR CONTROL CONSOLE FEATURES: 

HORNET HD OPTIONS: 

CNC & OPERATOR CONSOLE CNC PROCESS CONTROL 

 

MACHINE FRAME & HEAVY DUTY DRIVES TOOL CARRIAGE
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MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS 
Positioning accuracy +/- .005” (.127 mm) * 
Repeatability +/- .001” (.025mm) * 
* 60” x 60” area (1.5m x 1.5m)       
       
Effective cutting width (A)   60” (1.5xm)      78” (2.0m)           97” (2.5m)           120” 3.0m) 
Effective cutting length (B)   12 ft (3.7m) 
    24 ft (7.3m)  
Width between rails (C)   70” (1.7xm)       89” (2.2m)           109” (2.7m)           131” (3.3m) 
Machine width without CNC (D)   102” (2.6m)        121” (3.1m)          141” (3.6m)  162” (4.1mm) 
Machine length without CNC (E)  12 ft (3.6m) model = 302” (7.7m)  
    24 ft (7.3m) model = 458” 11.6m) 
Length inside rails (F)   12 ft (3.6m) model = 196” (4.9m 
    24 ft (6.1m) model = 351” (8.9m) 
Overall machine height   89” (2.2m) 
Distance from underside of gantry to floor 38” (0.9m) 
Recommended slat height  30” (0.8mm) 

      
  
Maximum traverse speed     1,000 IPM (25m/min) 
Maximum tools      (2) – (1) Plasma, (1) Oxy-fuel, (1) Air scribe 
Maximum plasma system amperage   400A 
Recommended conventional plasma systems  
Recommended high definition plasma systems   Hypertherm® HPR130XD™, HPR260XD™, HPR400XD™ 
Maximum production plasma cutting capacity  2” (50mm) 
Maximum production oxy-fuel cutting capacity  3” (75mm) 
Input power for cutting machine     200-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz, single phase, 20A dedicated circuit 

Retro Systems reserves the right to make changes in equipment or specifications at any time without notice. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.  
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5 ft (1.5m)     6.5 ft (2.0m)          8.1 ft (2.5m)                   10 ft (3.0m)  
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